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Abstract - In this paper we present a novel unsupervised approach for data records extraction from multiple similar web 
pages using tag tree similarities. Extracting the data records from multiple web pages consist of following sequences. We 
first identify the related web pages from the web source. Next we construct the DOM tree for related web pages using html 
parser. We then compare two or more web pages to eliminate unwanted regions such as header, menu bar, navigation bar, 
advertisements, etc and find the region containing data records also referred to as data region. We then traverse sub trees of 
data region to extract individual data record and store them in required form such as XML. The main contribution of this 
paper is in developing a fully unsupervised algorithm for extracting both structured as well as semi-structured data records 
from multiple related web pages. Our proposed system can extract valuable data records from many commercial web sources 
more precisely. Hence it can serve as a tool for integrating information from various commercial websites. This integrated 
information can then be used for providing various value added services such as comparative shopping, market intelligence, 
meta-querying and search. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The World Wide Web is perhaps the largest source of 
information. In today’s web there are many sites 
providing access to data records contained in the 
underlying database. Typically these sources provide 
some kind of html form that allows issuing queries 
against the underlying database, and they return the 
query results embedded in HTML pages conforming 
to a certain fixed template. 
While the presentation of such information in HTML 
format is convenient for the human users, it is not 
convenient for automatic processing because it 
contains large amount of unrelated information such 
as header, menu bar, navigation bar, advertisements, 
copyright information, etc. Furthermore, the semantic 
meaning of different parts of an HTML document 
may be encoded in ways that do not correspond in a 
simple way to a structured representation of data. 
Figure.1 gives an example of related web pages 
displaying list of books. The description of each book 
is a data record also referred to as object data or 
ODATA. Since related pages are generated by the 
same dynamic program, we can see that both the 
pages are completely similar, they differ only in the 
data values appearing in the data record. These 
collections of data records together form the data 
region also referred to as Object region or OREG. 
Due to the huge amount of web pages it is 
unreasonable to extract data records using manual or 
semi-automatic approach. Allowing software 
programs to access these structured data is useful for 
a variety of purposes. For instance, it allows data 
integration application to access the web information 
in a manner similar to database. It also allows 
information gathering application to store the 

retrieved information maintaining its structure and, 
therefore, allowing more sophisticated processing. 

 

 
Fig.1. Sample web pages displaying books information 

 
In this paper we present a novel method for 
automatically extracting data records from multiple 
related web pages. Since related pages from the same 
web site are normally generated by the same dynamic 
program or carefully maintained template, they tend 
to share a similar structure. It is thus possible to 
uncover the common structure containing the relevant 
object information in OREG by analyzing the pages 
in conjunction. Hence we can detect the OREG by 
comparing two or more related web pages. After 
detecting the OREG we mine individual data records 
and output them in the XML file. Our approach does 
not make strict assumption about the structure of the 
web pages. We have also validated our approach on 
high number of real websites, obtaining very good 
effectiveness. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 
2 introduces related work about extracting data record 
from the web pages. Section 3 presents the overall 
procedure for detection of OREG through the 
similarity calculations and extraction of ODATA 
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from the OREG. We present and analyze the results 
of our experiments in section 4. Finally we conclude 
our study in Section 5. 

 
II. RELATED WORK  
 
Related works to ours are in the area of wrapper 
generation. A wrapper is a program that extracts data 
from a web site or page and put them in a database [1, 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].There are two main approaches to 
wrapper generation. 
The first approach is wrapper induction, which uses 
supervised learning to learn data extraction rules from 
a set of manually labeled positive and negative 
examples. Manual labeling of data is, however, labor 
intensive and time consuming. Additionally, for 
different sites or even pages in the same site, the 
manual labeling process needs to be repeated because 
they follow different templates/patterns. Example 
wrapper induction systems include WIEN [6], 
Softmealy [5], Stalker [8], WL2 [21], [9], etc. Our 
technique requires no human labeling. It mines data 
records in a page and extracts data from the records 
automatically. 
The second approach is automatic extraction. In [10], 
a study is made to automatically identify data record 
boundaries. The method is based on a set of heuristic 
rules, e.g., highest-count tags, repeating-tags and 
ontology-matching. [11] proposes a few more 
heuristics to perform the task without using domain 
ontology. However,[12] shows that these methods 
produce poor results. In addition, these methods do 
not extract data from data records. 
Another problem with the existing automatic 
approaches is their assumption about the structure 
and layout of the web pages which is not always true. 
For instance, [13] assumes that the visual space 
between two data records in a page is always greater 
than any gap inside a data record. Also some 
approach [14] assumes that OREG appears in the 
center of the page which may not always hold true. 
Another approach [15] assumes that all the records 
have the same number of child nodes and hence data 
nodes. It also assumes that all the required attributes 
are listed in the first row of the table in the web page 
.The LBDRF technique[16] selects the data region 
with the tag tree as its root which again is not 
applicable to all the web pages. Another novel 
approach [17] makes no assumption and scale well to 
large number of websites, but this approach is more 
complex and computationally more intensive. 
The above methods are inefficient and are based on 
many assumptions which do not always hold good for 
all the web pages. The proposed method does not 
make any such assumption and can scale well for 
almost all web pages. We take advantage of the 
structural information (the document object model, 
DOM, tree [18]) contained in web pages to locate 
relevant information. However, unlike screen 
scraping methods, the procedure is automated and 

identifies interesting or relevant information from the 
collection of web pages. Furthermore, it does not 
require separate training, validation, and application 
phases, but simply operates on a collection of pages 
 
III. DATA RECORD EXTRACTION 
 
This work presents an unsupervised approach to 
extracting data records from web documents such as 
product descriptions. Extracting data records from the 
Web pages involves the following three phrases: 
First, we identify the OREG covering the descriptions 
of ODATA where irrelevant contents from the web 
documents are excluded. Second, we partition the 
contents of different ODATA appearing in the OREG 
and construct ODATA using hierarchical XML 
outputs. The main contribution of this study is in 
developing a fully automated approach for extracting 
data records from web documents. Our approach can 
automatically extract data records from complicated 
web documents, such as the technical descriptions of 
personal computers and digital cameras downloaded 
from manufacturers’ and vendors’ sites. We also 
perform extensive experimental analysis to 
demonstrate that our framework is effective in 
extracting data records from web documents. 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig.2. (a) Sample web pages displaying personal information 
(b) HTML source of the web pages 
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3.1. Outline of our Approach  
One key function involved in our approach is to 
evaluate the similarity among the html tags in the 
web pages. The similarity is used to detecting the 
analogous objects both in similar pages and in 
repeated components in a single page (if the pages 
contain repeated objects). Our approach seeks 
inspiration from the following observations: 
1. We observe that in a web site, pages about objects 
in the same category, such as products, services and 
member listings, always have similar representation 
structures and similar irrelevant contents. For 
example in figure 2 we can see that the two web 
pages displays personal information about two 
people, which are relevant content. However the 
header and footer are irrelevant contents which are 
common in both the web pages. This is because in 
most such cases, they are produced by the same 
dynamic programs or templates that are carefully 
maintained by the developers. Thus, we can make use 
of the stable representation structure of the pages 
within a web site to identify useful contents. 
2. If we ignore irrelevant content on the pages, we 
can expect OREG to appear in a contiguous area, 
both visually on the screen and in the raw source of 
web pages (e.g. tag tree).  
3. If we compare similar pages from the same site 
using HTML elements as the unit of measure, we 
would find that most of the content differences within 
a page appear in OREG, which is used to describe 
different ODATA with different attributes values. 
Thus by choosing a suitable set of content features 
and appropriate similarity measures, we should be 
able to identify irrelevant components as having 
similar structure and/or content, and OREG 
containing product information as different. 
 Based on the above observations, we devise the 
following workflow to detect OREG and extract the 
corresponding ODATA from complex structured or 
semi-structured pages. 
1. We first download the related pages from a specific 
site, we call this PSET. 
2. We select a web page pi as the focus and acquire a 
set of pages PREL that are similar to pi. We utilize 
DOM structures of web pages as the feature 
representation for similarity calculation. Here, HTML 
tag elements and text content are considered as the 
content of that node. We evaluate the similarity 
between web pages, as it could reflect similarities in 
both structure and content. Because pages similar to 
pi are created by the same dynamic program or 
template, they should have similar structures and 
share many common terms as a whole. 
3. From the DOM structure of the web pages, we 
expect the sub trees corresponding to OREG to have 
the largest difference as they have distinct 
descriptions about different ODATA, and those sub 
trees corresponding to irrelevant contents to be 
similar across the pages. In particular, to identify 
OREG, we compute the novelty value for each sub 

tree as described in next section. Roughly speaking, 
the sub tree that has the maximal novelty belongs to 
OREG. 
4. Next we detect ODATA within OREG. This is 
done by traversing the sub trees within OREG. We 
partition the data into different ODATA and output 
them in different XML files.  
 
3.2. Detecting Object Region Using Similar Web 
Pages  
We first make use of JSoup parser (available at 
http://html.xamjwg.jsp) for cleaning the input html 
pages. Next we employ a Cobra parser (available at 
http://html.xamjwg.org/cobra.jsp) to generate the 
DOM parse trees for the input html pages, where each 
node in these trees are HTML elements. OREG is 
then a sub tree that contains the description of the 
desired ODATA. The characteristic of OREG is that 
it is typically the largest contiguous region in the 
Web page having distinct tokens that are used to 
depict distinct objects. Thus, we define the concept of 
repeatability for nodes and sub trees in the parse trees 
in order to identify OREG. 
Definition 1: To define repeatability we first define 
node similarity. Two nodes n1 (with tag tag1 and text 
text1), n2 (with tag tag2 and text text2) in parse tress 
T1 and T2 are similar if they have same tags and 
textual content. Thus we can define similarity as: 
  

sim(n1, n2) = s(tag1, tag2)
+ sa(text1, text2)					(1) 

 

s(tag1, tag2) =
1			if	tag1 = tag2	are																	
								identical	in	string	matching
0		otherwise																																		

					 

 
sa(text1, text2)

=

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧

1		if	text1 = text2	are																	
						identical	in	string	matching
0.5	if	text1, text2	belongs	to				
			same	data	type(int, loat, etc)
0	otherwise																																						

																																	

 

 
Definition 2: Suppose nodes n1 and n2 (not roots) are 
in parse trees T1 and T2 respectively, the 
repeatability of n1 with respect to T2 is   : 
  

R(n1, T2) = max
∀ ∈ ( )

sim(n1, n)

+ sim parent(n1), parent(n) 			 (2) 
 
where parent(n) denotes the parent node of n; From 
Definition 2, two sub trees will have high 
repeatability if they have similar tags and text 
content. 
 
Definition 3: The novelty of node n1 is 
 

N(n1) = Min loor 4− R(n1, T2) , 1 														(3) 
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Hence node novelty will be either 0 or 1. 
Definition 4: If tree(n) is a sub tree rooted at node n 
in parse tree T, the novelty of tree(n) is the weighted 
sum of the novelties in its nodes, namely, 
 
N(tree(n)) = N(n) + N(tree(child(n)))      (4) 
 
 where child(n) is the child of node n, and thus 
tree(child(n)) is the sub tree rooted at the child(ren) of 
n. N(tree(n)) is calculated recursively based on 
formula (4). Thus N(tree(n)) is the sum of the novelty 
of all involved nodes. Usually, the sub tree covering 
OREG should have the highest novelty value. Based 
on Definition 4, we expect the parent and higher level 
nodes of sub tree to also have the largest novelty 
value among its siblings. For example we can see that 
in figure 3 the novelty of body node is highest 
because it comes from the sum of its child nodes. 
 
Definition 5: OREG for parse tree tree(n0) is the sub 
tree tree(ni) existing in the path from n0 to the leaf 
with maximal novelty. 
 

 
Fig.3. A sketch of tree novelty distribution for html document 

 
 Based on the above discussion, we design an 
algorithm to detect OREG. 
 
DetectOREG(ParseTree T0, ParseTree T1) 
{ 
 For each node n1 in parse tree T0 
 { 
  Initialize maximum similarity, maxsim=0; 
  For each node n2 in parse tree T1 
  { 
   Calculate Similarity 
   simval = (sim(n1,n2)+ ( (sim(pn1,pn2))) ); 
   if (simval>maxsim) 
  { (maxsim = simval); } 
  } 
  Set novelty of node n1, nov = (4 - maxsim); 
 } 
 Recursively calculate tree novelty for each node  
 n1 in parse tree T0. 

Traverse the parse tree T0 till we get only one 
sub tree OREG) having many child sub trees with 

 non-zero novelties. 
} 

3.3. Detecting Object Data from the Object Region  
We know that ODATA occurs in the sub trees of the 
root of OREG. The root of each ODATA has non-
zero novelty because it is the summation of novelties 
from child node(s) which are mostly non-zero as they 
represent distinct values of individual data record. 
Hence we traverse each sub tree with non-zero 
novelty to extract the data record. We also know that 
noisy data items will have zero novelties and hence 
they can be excluded. 
 
Definition 1: The data values forming the individual 
data records always appears in the leaf nodes. 
 
Definition 2: The list of tags {t1, t2, t3, ..., tn} 
reachable from the root node of the document to a 
given node n forms the Tag list for the give node n. 
 
Definition 3: The absolute position of a node is a list 
of positions {p1, p2, p3, ... pn} reachable from the 
root node of the document to a given node n where 
position number starts with 0 for the siblings. 
 
Definition 4: Two data nodes rn1 and rn2 in 
individual records rec1 and rec2 may have the same 
Tag list but their Position list is always unique. 
 
 The following is the pseudo codes for extracting 
ODATA from an OREG. 
 
ExtractODATA(DataRegionParseTree T0) 
{ 
 For each node n1 in parse tree T0 
 { 
  Detect the immediate child nodes CNodes of  
  node n1 with non-zero novelties. 
  For each child node cn in CNodes 
  { 
      Traverse all child nodes of cn using 
      Depth First Search algorithm. 
      Extract each text node with non-zero 
      Novelties. 
  } 
 } 
} 
 
 We can also make the algorithm computationally 
faster for subsequent pages by noting the position of 
the root of the OREG. Thus for the remaining pages 
we can make all the computation only for the nodes 
that falls below the root of the OREG. 
 
IV. EXPERIMENT  
 
The proposed work is implemented using java. To 
analyze the validity and performance of our algorithm 
we made it to pass through various set of web pages 
downloaded from different websites as mentioned 
below. 
  http://www.cameraworld.com/ 
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  http://www.cnet.com/ 
  http://www.imdb.com/ 
  http://www.overstock.com/ 
  http://www.randomhouse.co.in 
  http://www.tigerdirect.com/ 
  http://www.gadgetsguru.in 
  http://irctc.co.in/ 
  http://shopping.rediff.com 
  http://www.bookshopofindia.com 
The tests performed with these pages were used to 
adjust our algorithm. Our algorithm is able to extract 
the data record from all the above web pages 
efficiently. However we found that the algorithm 
gives wrong output if the data region contains only 
single data record. The reason is that the algorithm 
assumes that data region always has two or more sub 
trees with non-zero tree novelties and hence two or 
more data records. 
 
CONCLUSION  
 
In this paper we proposed a robust unsupervised 
approach for extracting data records from the web 
pages. The proposed method does not make any 
assumption about the structure or layout of the web 
page and hence can scale well for almost all web 
pages. Also the number of comparisons made in 
proposed approach is significantly lesser than the 
other approaches. The practical implementation of the 
proposed works has few limitations. Its working is 
dependent on the output of the parser. We know that 
under some situation the parser is unable to generate 
the correct node list which is used for further 
processing.  
The future work would be to overcome the limitations 
of the proposed work’s implementation by adapting it 
to better parser(s). We need to find or develop correct 
parsers for parsing the webpage so that we can get 
more accuracy in detecting OREG and hence 
ODATA. Extracting the data fields from the data 
records contained in the data region will be next step 
in our future work. We also need to integrate the 
extracted data from different websites into a single 
collection. This collection of data from can be further 
used for various Knowledge Discovery Applications 
such as making a comparative study of products or 

services from various companies, smart shopping, 
etc. 
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